
Does My Minecraft Server Need A Devoted IP Tackle?
 

There are loads of questions that new Minecraft Server House owners will have when

organising their worlds, so we’re going to try and tackle a few of them little by little.
 

Today, we’re looking at a question that pops up earlier than you even get to putting in and

establishing the server software program, getting gamers, advertising, and making a

enjoyable recreation for you and your neighborhood.
 

Do I Need A Devoted IP Address?
 

The basics
 

First off, let’s take a look at the fundamentals. Each laptop on the earth has an IP Address.

Sometimes, those IP Addresses are shared amongst a group of information or packages, like

your property computer which hosts quite a lot of files, or your home wifi network which could

be home to a a number of computer systems or cell devices. Websites even have IP

Addresses, which is what domain names (like snapshotmc.com) level to when in search of

the information to display an internet page.
 

The identical goes for Minecraft Servers, which you doubtless already know if you’ve

performed on a multiplayer server earlier than and needed to sort in an IP Tackle. Every

Minecraft Server has an IP Handle that you simply type into your consumer beneath the

“Server Address” discipline, which tells the Minecraft consumer on your laptop where to look

for server files.
 

What is A Port?
 

A Minecraft Server Address typically comes in two parts: The actual IP Address and the Port.

The Port is what you see after the colon “:”, and is often 25565 by default, however might be

any vary of numbers.
 

The Port tells your shopper particularly the place, on a server, it is allowed to search for files

to connect you to a specific Minecraft recreation. A server (which is just a pc with a variety of

memory, storage, hardware, and a very good internet connection) can host Many alternative

Minecraft Servers on it, and each Port is assigned to a distinct Minecraft Server. This allows

one bodily machine with one IP Handle to be the house for 2 completely different Minecraft

Servers at the identical time with out software program conflicting between the 2.
 

Shared Hosting
 

That is how shared Minecraft Server hosts function. Liberty You and dozens of different

Server House owners share one single machine with one IP Handle break up amongst you,

but with distinctive Ports that your Servers are assigned. In case you had been to alter the

Port however keep the IP Tackle, you may very well be in a position to connect to a different
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Minecraft Server and be a part of different players you’ve by no means met before in the

sport.
 

Are you able to see where on drawback might lie with shared internet hosting? When you

utilize a shared internet hosting service, you don’t just share resources, but you also share

the IP Address that individuals around the world can find and connect with with relative ease.

This is one motive why individuals often consider getting a Devoted IP Deal with for their

shared internet hosting service.
 

VPS (Virtual Personal Server) and Dedicated internet hosting providers both already provide

you with dedicated IP Addresses that Solely your server will probably be assigned to. When

you have either a VPS or Dedicated Server, then you already have a devoted IP Handle and

don’t want to buy a new one.
 

Observe: Dedicated Hosting shouldn't be the identical as having a Devoted IP Deal with. You

do not have to have a Devoted Internet hosting service to be able to get a Devoted IP Tackle.
 

Pros and Cons of getting a Dedicated IP Tackle
 

I was talking with the proprietor of Nodehost.ca (the web host for this website - that’s an

affiliate hyperlink, btw), Anthony Rossbach, and requested if he had any comments about

why an individual would possibly desire a dedicated IP Tackle. He had this to say:
 

“Using a dedicated IP vs a shared environment has just a few impacts on each safety and

looking professional. There's extra to it than simply utilizing the default MC port, as shared

environments are larger and may take more abuse (if by a trusted vendor).”
 

He went on to explain various professionals and cons of getting a devoted IP, and here’s a

quick breakdown of points you may consider.
 

 -You'll be able to simply level a novel domain identify to the IP Deal with so your gamers

have one thing to simply remember when sharing/connecting 

 -You possibly can usually transfer an IP handle to a brand new machine if you outgrow your

present one, decreasing confusing to your gamers when they struggle to connect again 

 -Your server looks more professional since nobody can assume you’re utilizing an

inexpensive hosting service 

 -You possibly can improve safety utilizing varied strategies directly associated with that IP

Handle 

 -You aren’t affected if one other IP Tackle on the same machine goes down or is disabled

for whatever reason
 

 -Dedicated IP Addresses cost cash 

 -Some shared hosting suppliers don’t supply devoted IPs 

 -You are responsible for assaults towards your distinctive IP Address
 



So… what’s the reply?
 

At the top of the day, it really relies on what your intentions are to your Minecraft Server. Is

that this a easy testing surroundings that you simply don’t plan on going public with? Is this a

short lived server for a one-time event? Is it a non-public server for you and some informal

gamer friends to hop on as soon as per week or much less? Do you want to increase security

measures and take extra control of your Server?
 

Depending on how you are setting up your Server, it's possible you'll decide that getting a

devoted IP Tackle is a good suggestion, however that’s not all the time the case. Of the 7

Minecraft Servers that I own, solely three of them have dedicated IPs. With the other 4 I'm

pleased to make use of the shared IP Deal with with distinctive Port because the server is

either only for testing, is personal for myself and a few others, or is a server that I simply

don’t care much about spending a lot money on.
 

Whatever your decision, and whatever your cause for that call, you should weigh your

choices and make sure you are educated on the subject earlier than taking the dive.
 

Good luck!
 

In the event you do resolve you need a dedicated IP Deal with, speak to your Minecraft

Server Host, and if you still must get a host, it is best to try ExtraVM (affiliate link). I've been

working with ExtraVM for over a 12 months now, and I have been nothing but completely

happy with the service and technical knowledge of the employees. Additionally they offer

devoted IP Addresses, VPS internet hosting, and may even allow you to make smarter

decisions when it’s time to get a Devoted Server.


